Sustainable Highlights for LEED® Building Design and Construction Certification
1 Saltwater Polar Passage system
supports health for polar bears and
reduces the water needed from the
utility by almost 16,000,000 gallons
every year. The whole project water
use was reduced more than 83%
from what a basic project would
have needed.
2 Geothermal loop to Elephant Lands
means energy is shared between
cooling the polar pools and heating
the elephant enclosure. This
optimizes energy use and anything
that saves energy also reduces
the carbon emissions released to
generate power - which means
protecting our atmosphere.
3 The roof canopies of the polar
and chimpanzee structures are
cross laminated timber (CLT)
instead of metal or shingles. Using
these regional wood products
from sustainably managed forests
provides a natural material that
holds carbon and reduces the
energy used and emissions released
in manufacturing synthetic roofing.
Additional materials & resources
were selected with preferred
environmental attributes.
44 Indoor air quality delivered and
protected by using only lowemitting materials, including special
air sensors, and completely flushing
out the spaces after construction
with large volumes of fresh air.

5 A sustainable site benefits everyone
entering the zoo, the animals, and
the surrounding parkland. Careful
outdoor lighting design keeps light
out of the night sky and out of
visitors’ eyes. Reducing impervious
paving helps manage rainwater, and
with the added vegetated spaces
directly benefits human well-being.
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6 Bird collision deterrence was
factored into the window and
door glazing for the new buildings.
Special coatings are used to make
sure birds “see” that something
is there and avoid flying into it
and this merits special Innovation
recognition.
7 The zoo is using a robust system
of meters and ongoing monitoring
systems to measure detailed use of
energy and water. Tracking data and
comparing trends provides quick
response to possible malfunctions
and allows adjustments over time as
operations normalize, or inhabitant
changes occur. An additional step
in the third party verification of
equipment function will take place
after several months of operation
to further protect the project
investments

Oregon Zoo’s desirable location
includes multiple alternative
transportation options, with
discounts for visitors using TriMet
services. And bicycle commuting
is supported for all zoo employees
and visitors with bicycle lanes in
drives and extended and covered to
bicycle parking.

The Polar Passage and Primate Forest project is pursuing LEED® Building Design and Construction certification which is a program of the U.S. Green Building Council® used to measure and verify
environmental benefits of new construction. LEED® is the acronym for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design™. For more information, go to usgbc.org.

